WESLEYAN REMEDIAL SCHOOL

The Wesleyan Remedial School (WRS) is inspired by concerns expressed about the inability of many students to continue to university due to non-qualifying score grades in some of the required subjects. The MUCG therefore decided to offer opportunity for such students to resit those subjects to enable them further their education. Under the patronage of MUCG, every student who passes out of WRC bears the unique mark of academic excellence, spirituality, morality and service of MUCG.

AIMS AND OBJECTIVES
WRS aims at:
- providing opportunity to students to better the grade scores of SSSCE subjects
- facilitate entry into universities, preferably MUCG
- Restore hope and confidence in these students
- instill the Methodist teaching of excellence, morality and service.

Motto: Keep climbing the academic ladder

COURSES: WRS seeks to assist students to resit relevant WASSCE subjects over short and medium term plan. WRS offers the following:

Core Subjects:  Mathematics  |  English Language  |  Integrated Science

Elective Programmes:  Business  |  General Arts  |  Science

ADMISSION: Admission is open to any person who wants to re-write WASSCE subjects being offered by WRS.

FEE: 1 Subj. - GH¢350 | 2 Subj. - GH¢550 | 3 Subj. - GH¢750 | 4 Subj. - GH¢950 |
     5 Subj. - GH¢1050 | 6 Subj. - GH¢1250

Attendance Days: Monday - Saturday.

Teachers/Faculty: Teachers have been carefully selected. They are well versed with the subject and syllabus and can deliver to the comprehension of the students.

Facilities: The School has for its use the infrastructure of the MUCG and therefore can be assured of the required facilities.

Administration: WRS remains a subsidiary of the Methodist University College Ghana (MUCG). It is wholly owned by MUCG. Management of WRS is to be done by officials/staff of MUCG with the University Council providing oversight responsibility.

Location: The Centre is located at the premises of MUCG Dansoman campus.

Address: Wesleyan Remedial School, Methodist University College Ghana, P.O. Box 940, Dansoman-Accra.

Registration of students who will be writing the WASSCE NOV/DEC 2013 exams is ongoing.

FOR FURTHER ENQUIRIES CONTACT:
Telephone: 0302-312980; 0302-314542; 0289-119191
Fax: 0302-312989

E-mail: wesleyancentremucg@yahoo.com
Website: www.mucg.edu.gh